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Bond conference highlights
Research to Action covered the 'Impact' strand of the BOND conference which was held on Monday 20th-

Tuesday 21st March, in London. Here are some of the highlights!

by Research to Action a year ago

RESEARCH TO ACTION @RESEARCH2ACTION · A YEAR AGO

Priti Patel's message from the #bondconf about development communications and challenges

pic.twitter.com/ivdypYzQ2B



The opening plenary session 'The big picture' facilitated by journalist Fatima Manji explored the wider context

of global development and its future. Secretary of State for International Development in the UK Priti Patel

outlined new measures for small UK charities and urged the sector to come together with one voice. Achim

Steiner Director of the Oxford Martin School talked about a greater sense of perspective and encouraged

consensus moving forward.

Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Priti Patel uses the metaphor saying 'we must get out a megaphone and speak with one voice'
#bondconf #UKaid #DFID



The first breakout session on the 'Impact' strand 'The truth behind transparency' facilitated by Sarah Johns

Transparency Advisor at BOND explored the challenges of implementing and communicating transparency in

a post-truth world. Panellists included: Lieske van Santen, Nicole Gillespie, Claire Schouten, Perry Maddox

and Molly Anders.
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Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Where does a post-truth world leave us in terms of transparency? Asks @GeoGrr #bondconf



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Press officers and comms officers are important to explain aid work says @mollyanders_dev
#bondconf



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

The best press officers are not translators or shields they are connections says
@mollyanders_dev #bondconf



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

The digital opportunity leverages and speeds up transparency e.g. Twitter and blogs. Argues
@RestlessPerry #bondconf



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Avoid the transparency tech traps says @RestlessPerry. Understand the audience and what they
have access to #bondconf



The second breakout session on the 'Impact' strand was entitled 'Supercharge your communications' and was

led by Mayur Paul, Head of Communications at CARE. The panellists exchanged tips and reflections on what

worked across four very different communications campaigns. Panellists included: Jack Lundie, Zoe Abrams

and Janet Convery.
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RESEARCH TO ACTION @RESEARCH2ACTION · A YEAR AGO

Advice from @mayurpaul on building relationships at #bondconf pic.twitter.com/lDCLb8oNVt



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Tips for small charities developing communications strategies: take it back to the mission
@mrjacklundie #commsisaid #bondconf



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Tips on working with the private sector to boost comms: it takes time to understand
expectations & assumptions says @Janet030832 #bondconf



The closing plenary on day one looked at the theme of transformation, covering topics such as: Brexit,

refugees and blockchain. Mike Wooldridge chaired the panel which included: Sir Ciaran Devane Head of the

British Council, Jutta Steiner COO of Parity Technology and Jan Egeland Secretary General of the Norwegian

Refugee Council.

Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

.@ciarandevane 's favourite website by academic Max Roser about data viz #bondconf
ourworldindata.org



The opening plenary on day two was led by journalist Lindsey Hilsum and included keynotes from Mats

Karlsson of the Swedish Institute of International Affairs and Alexander Betts of the Refugee Studies Centre.
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Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

We need to work within a framework of facts, norms and accountability says @MatsKarlssonUI
#bondconf



Laura Constant
@LConstant

@Research2Action · A YEAR AGO

Come back to facts and science and verifiability. Facts become political says @MatsKarlssonUI
#bondconf



Laura Constant
@LConstant

@Research2Action · A YEAR AGO

We must prioritise evidence. Too few policies are evidence driven or evidence generating. Says
@alexander_betts #bondconf



Bond
@bondngo

@Research2Action · A YEAR AGO

"Truth matters, fact matters and we must reassert evidence" - need better monitoring and
evaluation in aid and development #bondconf



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

3 tips from @alexander_betts including build a communications strategy. Be able to speak about
your ideas in different contexts. #bondconf



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Interesting question from the @_ibt at the #bondconf how can we talk about evidence and
present it saliently if it is being ignored?
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Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

It is the way we present evidence. Academic journals are important, but we need to be creative
with media use @alexander_betts #bondconf



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

JARGON. Journalists hate it. If there is any NGO speak in the press release it goes in the bin.
Says @lindseyhilsum #bondconf



The 'Impact' strand began on day two with a fascinating discussion about how the sector should respond to

disruption, with a specific focus on the global south and how countries in the north can learn lessons about

constant change. Halina Ward from the IIED led an engaging and fluid discussion with: Nicole Leotaud,

Namhla Mniki Mangaliso, Jennie Richmond, Tom Bigg and Asel Yeszhanova.

IIED
@IIED

@Research2Action · A YEAR AGO

Learn more about how IIED is mapping the disruptive change ecosystem for Southern civil
society orgs --> iied.org/mapping-disrup… #bondconf twitter.com/Research2Actio…



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Wonderful metaphor about Caribbean coral reef to exemplify the importance of collaboration for
innovation in #globaldev @CANARI868 #bondconf



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Challenges of working with northern grant partners included: translation into local languages,
justifying admin & consultant costs #bondconf



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

"How do we influence the AU, NEPAD and other African governments?" @Africa_activist
answers: radically inclusive partnerships. #bondconf
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The next breakout session entitled '4 social media campaigns I wish I'd run' was facilitated by Mayur Paul,

Head of Communications at CARE and explored the tactics deployed by a diverse range of viral social media

campaigns. The audience heard about: Lliana Bird's experience of starting Help Refugees UK after the hashtag

#HelpCalais went viral; from Caitlin Ryan who myth busts on the MSF account MSF_Sea; from Richard Wilson

the founder of Stop Funding Hate and also, from Hratche Koundarjian at VSO who was instrumental in the

#proudofaid hashtag.

Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Any good campaign has a change objective #socialmedia #bondconf



RESEARCH TO ACTION @RESEARCH2ACTION · A YEAR AGO

Great panel on the power of social media #bondconf @mayurpaul @LlianaBird @caitlinhryan

@dontgetfooled @hratche pic.twitter.com/MhsM7KKxD3



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Who will do analysis for #globaldev sector? Who are we reaching? Where are gaps & what helps
boost reach? #socialmedia #bondconf @hratche
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Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

The response to trolls included: 1) alternative fact correction 2) humanising troll 3) humour
#bondconf @caitlinhryan @MSF_Sea



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Interesting Q from @mollyanders_dev about how organisations can protect against anti
#globaldev discourse in the press? #bondconf



The final breakout session unpacking impact was a lively session called 'Winning the story wars' run by Jack

Lundie, Director of Communications at Oxfam GB. Panellists ranged from journalists to MP's advisers,

including: Peter Foster, Lina Srivastava and Theo Clarke.

Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Provide positive examples says @theodoraclarke #bondconf



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

Tell multiple stories across multiple channels. Use on the ground storytelling to engage citizens
says @lksriv #bondconf



Research to Action
@Research2Action

A YEAR AGO

"Research is gold" but it needs to be directed and communicated well says @mrjacklundie
#bondconf



The conference saw a convergence of multiple different development projects, organisations and individuals,

bringing together different approaches and perspectives about how to make development and humanitarian

work more effective in 2017. There were visual notes provided by Creative Connection adding colour to

proceedings, notable conference stands (check out the Open University's giant ipad) and also a tree of

inspiration!
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 RESEARCH TO ACTION · A YEAR AGO

Need to add some sparkle to your conference stand? Take a leaf out of the @theopenuniversity 's book. Ditch the large

leaflets, annual reports and books and have a giant, interactive ipad instead! #bondconf #researchimpact #stratcomms

#conference #inspiration #globaldev

Need to add some sparkle to your conference stand? Take a leaf out of the @theopenuniversity 's book. Ditch the large

leaflets, annual reports and books and have a giant, interactive ipad instead! #bondconf #researchimpact #stratcomms

#conference #inspiration #globaldev

 RESEARCH TO ACTION · A YEAR AGO

Need a toolkit for improving your development research communications? We like the bright orange DIY toolkit

cocreated by the @theopenuniversity and @nesta_uk. Seen here as a book but also available online as a series of interactive

learning modules. #bondconf #stratcomms #conference #researchcommunications #globaldev #researchimpact

#inspiration #toolkit #tuesdaymotivation

Need a toolkit for improving your development research communications? We like the bright orange DIY toolkit

cocreated by the @theopenuniversity and @nesta_uk. Seen here as a book but also available online as a series of

interactive learning modules. #bondconf #stratcomms #conference #researchcommunications #globaldev

#researchimpact #inspiration #toolkit #tuesdaymotivation

 RESEARCH TO ACTION · A YEAR AGO

Lovely conference collection in a visual format at the BOND annual conference drawn by Creative Connection

#bondconf #globaldev #scribing #conference #stratcomms #mondaymotivation #inspiration

Lovely conference collection in a visual format at the BOND annual conference drawn by Creative Connection

#bondconf #globaldev #scribing #conference #stratcomms #mondaymotivation #inspiration

 RESEARCH TO ACTION · A YEAR AGO

Another great tip from the BOND conference visual notes. We should be using social media to have dialogues about

development research. #socialmedia #bondconf #conference #stratcomms #researchcommunications #globaldev

Another great tip from the BOND conference visual notes. We should be using social media to have dialogues about

development research. #socialmedia #bondconf #conference #stratcomms #researchcommunications #globaldev

 RESEARCH TO ACTION · A YEAR AGO

A great little snippet from the visual notes by Creative Connection at the BOND conference. Evidence matters. Too few

policies are evidence based or evidence generating. #bondconf #evidencematters #conference #stratcomms

#researchcommunications #ResearchImpact #globaldev

A great little snippet from the visual notes by Creative Connection at the BOND conference. Evidence matters. Too few

policies are evidence based or evidence generating. #bondconf #evidencematters #conference #stratcomms

#researchcommunications #ResearchImpact #globaldev
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CREATIVECONNECTION @CREATIVECONNEC · A YEAR AGO

What a wonderful two days at #bondconf Thank you for having us @bondngo

pic.twitter.com/rHtPu4QhXn



 EAST AFRICAN PLAYGROUNDS · A YEAR AGO

'Inspiration tree' at #bondconf just like we used to do at universities! #inspire #people #hopesanddreams #development

#greatmindsthinkalike

'Inspiration tree' at #bondconf just like we used to do at universities! #inspire #people #hopesanddreams

#development #greatmindsthinkalike

BOND

Conference 2017

Implement: optimise processes and streamline operations
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